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As the name implies, this is a combination of Platformer and Roguelike, combining aspects that have always appealed to
me, like the ideals of "hardcore" gameplay, in contrast to the ideas of more relaxed experience normally found in the
genre, but also smart design, and the fact that from the beginning, there is a clear goal (the final boss) to fight. Of course
this shouldn't be confused with a game like "Xenoblade Chronicles", which is a AAA-released combination of those
aspects, the big difference being that I hope to release something much more affordable, with the same core ideas, while
also managing to not compromise the difficulty of the game, as it got a bit too easy, at least for my taste. Features:
Platformer Action Game, also in Roguelike / Point'n'click elements / But has it's own style 8 Different worlds, each with its
own objectives, story and layout Over 100 unique enemies 4 Tactical challenges 4 Difficulty levels 2 Solutions to each
challenge, those that fail have some sort of penalty, like the stun on the ground. Bosses The game is built around bosses
with a story to tell and true ending to obtain, full of new ideas, that keep the player engaged, while also presenting a
difficult fight. Full RPG Permadeath (removes items on death) Customizable ship, with various attributes 8 themed
character classes New ship reloading animation based on the buttons you chose during the ship customization phase
Language support for English and Spanish Music by the great Erik Wiese, who also made the soundtrack for Metroid:
Other M and X-Morph: Defense, and also by "Wojtiniak", the best composer in Polish history, who made the soundtracks
for such games as "Gravity Rush" and "Super Paper Mario" Special Thanks to: Xna.org for XNA, which I used as the base
for Unity, for example, its Game class, scripting and its framework. This is where the platformer engine stands. Unity for
making it easier to work with developers that don't know C++, its game engine and editor. GitHub for providing free
access to the game's source code. My fans for reading this and making the game, you guys are special. And as always,
my lovely girlfriend who helped me put the game together. About This Game: About This Game: O
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Features Key:
18 levels of game play with an online leaderboard
Build your own Portal
Advanced character creation

Get Game in Seconds
Dedicated Support!
Free Time Trial

Game Link
Lootbox GamesFri, 21 Nov 2019 23:15:07 +0000 Miles Soderquist goes on a musical adventure
Imagine you're on a trip to adventure across the world and decide to learn a bit of music along the way.
Lots of great games to choose from — and they're all about free - but you're feeling particularly adventurous.
Maybe you're going on a pirate adventure, maybe a search and rescue mission, or even a revenge mission. You can take
weapons with you if weapons are your thing, but they'll never take priority over your musical ventures.
In Zelda, unfortunately, things aren't as easy as they might seem, though in all the right ways — you're playing one of the most
popular and iconic soundtracks in videogaming history. Why would anyone want to risk it.
Want to help break the barrier that lies between the animal and the song? Hey, why not take a bow on your own instrument? It's
in no way as heroic or important as an adventure!
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